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In our first reading from Act of the Apostles, we find Paul in Athens waiting for Silas and 
Timothy.  As Paul wanders around the city, he sees all the gods that the people in 
Athens worship and he is deeply distressed. He does not understand how someone can 
worship something made by human hands out of gold and silver. For Paul, this is very 
different from the living breathing lifesaving God that he knows.  Their practices of 
worshipping idols hurts Paul’s heart and so he begins to talk about Jesus again. He 
cannot help talking about the life saving God that he knows and serves. 
 
In his preaching, Paul attracts the attention of the intellectuals and is invited to speak at 
the Areopagus where the issues of the day were debated.  Paul was invited even though 
they described him as a ‘babbler.’ And in this, Paul gives us a very important lesson. 
Paul meets the intellectuals, the philosophers, where they are.  Paul has walked around 
the city. He has seen all the gods they worship, but he has also discovered the 
remembrance for the unknown god. This gives him hope and a connection. And so, Paul 
begins to talk about the God he knows.  “God is a: Creator, breath-giver, maker of 
worlds, living, causing life, not limited to worship spaces, not dependent on humanity but 
desiring a relationship with humanity. A seeking-and-finding God. An appointing God. An 
always close, yearning-to-be-known God.”1 
 
If you read what comes after this lesson, you will hear that some scoff at him, but some 
say we will need to hear you again.  Paul then leaves Athens perhaps not knowing the 
outcome of his preaching.  I believe Paul has a very important lesson for us that is critical 
to how we are church today.  We need to share our stories of our knowledge of God as 
creator, maker of worlds, living, not limited to worship spaces and desiring a relationship 
with humanity.  We need to be curious and find out about the ones who we might be 
telling about the God that we know. We need to be open to their circumstance and walk 
among them. And we need to be ready for those moments when we like Paul cannot 
help ourselves, where we can simply not keep our mouths shut, where we start telling 
others about the God we know and love.  
 
Several years ago, I had the privilege to meet Archbishop Tutu.  I had met his daughter 
at an event for seminarians and when he was in town she invited me over to her 
apartment. I brought with me a friend who did not believe in God.  Over margaritas, 
Bishop Tutu began to ask my friend about her faith and she admitted that she was not 
sure there was a God. Bishop Tutu was surprised. How could you not believe in God?  
Do you now see the beauty of creation around you? Do you not see the wondrous things 
God has done?  I don’t remember the rest of the conversation, but I know the 
conversation continued for a bit and then Bishop Tutu let it go.  He could not help himself 
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in speaking up to tell my friend about the God he knew.  He could not understand how 
someone could not believe in the life-giving God who invites us into relationship.  And so 
he began to proclaim the Good News. He also knew when to stop and to move on to 
another topic.   
 
This time with Bishop Tutu reminds me of Paul in Athens in that they both could not stay 
silent. When have you had those moments when you had a hard time staying silent? 
When have you had those moments when you could not help yourself in speaking up 
and talking about the God you know and love? The next question is are you ready for 
those moments? Paul was ready.  The Good news of Jesus was in his heart and soul. 
He was also open to seeing where people were and finding out more about their story. 
The question I have is are we ready?  Are we ready to hear people’s stories about where 
they are in their life with God? And are we ready to talk about the God we know and 
love? Are we ready to tell others about how God sustains our lives?  Are we ready to 
describe to someone else why God is important in our lives?  This I think is a very 
important question for us today. These are questions we do not get asked very often and 
I think it is important for us to engage them.   
 
And so I have an exercise for you.  I want you to think about being Paul standing in front 
of the intellectuals in Athens and describe the God you know. I want you do this because 
I believe there will come a time when you cannot help yourself and must speak up about 
who you know God to be and I want you to be ready.  
 
I have some cards for you to take home. I would like you to describe the God you know, 
the God you love and the God you serve. I want you to write it down so that you will be 
ready for that moment where you cannot stay silent -  when you are called to speak up. 
How do you described the God that sustains you each and every day, and the God that 
surprises you with his power and compassion?  Write it out on the card and maybe 
revise it again and again. Look at your response from time to time so that you will be 
ready. Maybe put it in a place where you will see it.  
 
Your witness is essential even when it does not seem to bear much fruit. Trust that the 
Holy Spirit is working. This is what Paul’s story invites us into – to proclaiming our 
experiences of our living  
 
 
Question on the cards 
How do you describe the God that you know or how would you describe the 
difference having God in your life makes? 
 
 
 
	


